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LETTERING LEGEND:
T1 = 20 HIGH ARIAL UNDERLINED, WITH CHARACTER SPACING 90% OF SPACE WIDTH.
T2 = 20 HIGH ARIAL, WITH CHARACTER SPACING 100% OF SPACE WIDTH.
T3 = 10 HIGH ARIAL, WITH CHARACTER SPACING 100% OF SPACE WIDTH.
T4 = 24 HIGH ARIAL BOLD, WITH CHARACTER SPACING 100% OF SPACE WIDTH.
T5 = 20 HIGH ARIAL BOLD, WITH CHARACTER SPACING 100% OF SPACE WIDTH.

NOTES:
1. BACKGROUND SHEETING TO BE SELF-ADHESIVE RETROREFLECTIVE CLASS 2 MATERIAL TO AS1906.1.
2. RED LETTERING TO BE SCHEMATIC WITH 'TRAFFIC SIGN RED' OR EQUIVALENT PRODUCT RECOMMENDED BY THE SHEETING MANUFACTURER.
3. SCREENING INK SHALL BE COMPATIBLE WITH RETROREFLECTIVE SHEETING USED.
   THE SCREENING INK FILM SHALL BE APPLIED USING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES RECOMMENDED BY THE SHEETING MANUFACTURER.
4. LETTERING TO "ARIAL" TYPE FONT OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT AT TEXT HEIGHTS SHOWN.
5. ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES (UNO).